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Motivation

Related Work

Results

❏ Over 800,000 new citations added to MEDLINE 
in 2017 alone

❏ Not feasible for medical professionals to keep 
up with recent developments 

❏ Aim to develop a novel, contextual QA system 
specifically for biomedical-related text mining
 

❏ SDNet : a contextualized attention-based deep 
network designed for conversational QA

❏ BioBERT : a domain specific language  
representation model based on BERT and 
pre-trained on large-scale biomedical corpora
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Approach
❏ Extractive factoid question answering
❏ Adapt SDNet for non-conversational QA
❏ Integrate BioBERT with SDNet
❏ Compare against BioBERT alone
❏ Data provided by the BioASQ challenge
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Figure modified from [2]

SDNet-BioBERT

51.4% of BioBERT 
predictions and 57.1% 

of BioBERT-SDNet 
predictions achieve 
partial match with 

golden answer

BioASQ Example          
Context:  Disruption of ALX1 causes extreme microphthalmia and 
severe facial clefting: expanding the spectrum of 
autosomal-recessive ALX-related frontonasal dysplasia. 
Question: Which disease has been associated to a disruptive  
ALX1 protein?

Conclusion

Figure modified from [3]

❏ Both BioBERT and 
BioBERT-SDNet outperformed 
the published baseline

❏ Quantitatively, BioBERT 
performed better than the 
combined model

❏ BioBERT-SDNet offers some 
qualitative improvements in 
answer generation that mark it 
as a promising area for future 
study

❏ Further work including 
pre-training on a larger dataset 
such as SQuAD is needed

Question 1: “Where are Paneth cells 
located?"
Golden: “in the intestinal crypt base 
columnar cells"
BioBERT-SDNet: “Intestinal stem 
cells"
BioBERT: “The intestinal epithelium is 
a classic example of a rapidly
self-renewing tissue fueled by 
dedicated resident stem cells.”

Question 2: “In which yeast 
chromosome does the rDNA cluster
reside?”
Golden: “Chromosome XII”
BioBERT-SDNet: “Chromosome XII”
BioBERT: “.”

F1 scores of our BioBERT-SDNet predictions on CoQA 


